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Explore! Flying 

 

Original Air Date:  October 8, 2014 

Grade Levels: 3-6 

 

Program Description: 

For this episode of Explore! we investigate the world of flying and ask the big picture question,  

“What does it take to create flight?”  Through the course of this energetic and interactive cross-

curricular program, students get a chance to answer that question for themselves and listen to the 

answers of others as they learn the principles of flight and interact with pilots, ornithologists, 

entomologists, and others involved in the world of flying. 

 

To investigate the program’s theme and big picture question through a cross-curricular approach, 

each episode of Explore! utilizes Who, What, Where, When, Why and How questions:  

Who does that? gives students a chance to meet someone who works in the field or does an activity 

related to the program’s theme. 

What do you want to know? guides our segments when we go to questions from participating 

groups.  

Where is that? focuses on a geographic exploration related to the program’s theme.   

When did that happen? takes us back in time to people, places, events related to the program’s 

theme.   

How does that work? lets students discover the workings of a machine or concept related to the 

program’s theme. 

Why you ask? delves into more detail/explanation/background on a topic related to the program’s 

theme.   

 

For this episode, we explore those questions in a number of ways.  Students will explore the 

importance of flying as we investigate the number of commercial flights each year and their 

economic impact.  We’ll learn about the basics of flight as we explore fluid mechanics, Bernoulli’s 

Principle, and important concepts like drag, thrust, weight, and lift.  And throughout the program 

we share interesting events and stories in the history of manned flight. 

 

Program guests offer their expertise on four unique areas of flying:  birds, supersonic jets, 

aerobatic planes, and unusual objects that fly like bees, butterflies, helicopters and drones.  Jeffrey 

Meschach of the World Bird Sanctuary guides our look at bird anatomy, the structure and nature of 

bird feathers, and bird migration to learn what keeps birds in the air.  Former Blue Angels pilot Bill 

“Striker” Switzer and author Mark Sutherland help us investigate the world of supersonic flying.   

Commercial pilot and aerobatic stunt pilot Patrick McAlee takes students into his world of flying, 

and Chris Hartley of the Sophia M. Sachs Butterfly House helps us understand the world of bees 

and butterflies and how they are able to fly so well in spite of looking a bit different from birds and 

planes. 
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Program Objectives: 

Students will: 

1.  Engage in critical and creative thinking. 

2.  Engage in interactive activities and discussion about the nature of flight and how flight affects 

their lives. 

3.  Interact with professionals whose work involves flying and learn about their careers. 

4.  Develop an answer for themselves to the question:  “What does it take to create flight?” 

 

Program Format:  Time Codes are provided in blue to help you find specific segments in the 

program. 

 

I.  Welcome and Introduction—An overview of the program’s theme and importance of the topic 

will be presented as student groups are welcomed to the program.  (00:00 to 02:04) 

 

A. Where Is That?   

This geographic segment includes a mpa showing flight paths for commercial aviation to 

demonstrate the scope of flight around the world. (02:05 to 03:09) 

 

B. Economic Impact of Flight  

Focus of this video segment is on how important the aviation industry is to our modern economy.  

Students will view a video created by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. (03:10 to 04:57) 

 

C. When Did That Happen?  

Five events in aviation history are presented. (04:58 to 05:47) 

 

II.  The Basics of Flight—In this segment we explore what makes flight possible.  Video, images, 

factual information and vocabulary words related to each topic will be integrated throughout the 

segment.  

 

A. The Word Is—Important Terms to Understand (05:48 to 07:51) 

1. Drag 

2. Fluid Mechanics 

3. Gravity 

4. Lift 

5. Thrust 

6. Weight 

 

B. How Does That Work?  Bernoulli’s Principle  

This segment explores this important scientific principle that helps explain how fluids move and 

how air, as an example of a fluid, is made to move in certain ways by flying objects so they can fly.  

(07:52 to 10:05) 

 

C. When Did That Happen?  

Five more events in aviation history will be presented.  Also included are two short videos on the 

Wright Brothers and Charles Lindbergh.  (10:06 to 13:17) 
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III.  Learning from Our Guests—Four Unique Looks at Flying  

In these segments, we explore four different areas of flight with our program guests.  Video, 

images, factual information and vocabulary words related to each topic are integrated throughout 

each segment.  Students questions about each topic are also included.   

 

A. Why Birds Fly 

Our first are of focus explores bird anatomy, the structure and nature of bird feathers, and bird 

migration to learn what keeps birds in the air.  Our guest is Jeffrey Meshach, Director—World Bird 

Sanctuary. (13:18 to 28:04)  NOTE: At 16:11 minutes into the program, Mr. Meshach of the Wild 

Bird Sanctuary misspoke. This is the correct information he provided to us: "Birds have posterior 

and anterior air sacs. The posterior sacs are toward the tail, and these air sacs take in the first 

inhale." During the live program, he said the anterior sacs take in the first inhale. 

 

1. Work of the World Bird Sanctuary 

2. Lung and heart structure 

3. Bone structure 

4. Structure and shape of wings 

5. Structure, shape and texture of feathers 

 

B. When Did That Happen?  

Our final five events in aviation history are presented. (28:05 to 28:39) 

 

C. Why Supersonic Jets Do What They Do 

In this segment, we investigate the world of supersonic flying.  Our guests are Bill Switzer, former 

Blue Angels pilot, and Mark Sutherland, author of Being a Blue Angel:  Every Kid’s Guide to the 

Blue Angels. (28:40 to 44:43) 

 

1. How the jet is able to go so fast 

a. Design of the plane 

b. The concept of propulsion—nature of engines and fuel source 

2. How a pilot controls the jet and performs stunts in it 

3. The Word Is. . . Important Terms to Understand 

a. Altimeter 

b. Pitch 

c. Roll 

d. Yaw 

4. Withstanding the physical forces of flying so fast 
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D. Flying Stunt Planes and Commercial Jets 

In this section, we look into the worlds of commercial flying and acrobatic air shows.  Our guest, 

Patrick McAlee, is a pilot who does both.  (44:44 to 59:37) 

 

1. The design and nature of the aerobatic biplane 

2. How a pilot controls the biplane and performs stunts in it 

3. The Word Is. . . Important Terms to Understand 

a. Altimeter 

b. Pitch 

c. Roll 

d. Yaw 

4. Comparing stunt flying to flying a commercial jet 

a. Size and design of plane 

b. Instrumentation 

c. Navigation  

d. Safety 

 

E. Unusual Objects That Fly 

In this segment, we explore unusual things that fly—creatures and objects that may not look like 

they'll fly but they do.  Examples include bees, butterflies, zeppelins, blimps, helicopters, and 

drones.  Our guest is Chris Hartley from the Sophia M. Sachs Butterfly House. 

 

1. The World of Bees and Butterflies (59:38 to 1:11:51) 

a.  Physical Anatomy 

b.  Distances Traveled 

c.  Interesting Facts 

 

2. Unusual Man Made Objects that Fly (1:11:52 to 1:16:50) 

a.   Zeppelins and Blimps 

b.  Helicopters 

c.  Drones 

d.  Hot Air Balloons 

 

IV.  Closing—We say thank you and goodbye. (1:16:51 to 1:17:29) 

 

Featured National Standards: 

The following Common Core Standards for English/Language Arts and Literacy in 

History/Social Studies, Science and Technical Subjects are referenced in this program: 

 

Grades 3-6 College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Reading 

7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually 

and quantitatively, as well as in words. 
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Grades 3-6 College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Writing 

6. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and 

collaborate with others. 

7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, 

demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation. 

 

Grades 3-6 College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Speaking and Listening 

1. Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations with 

diverse partners, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and 

persuasively. 

2. Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media and formats, including 

visually, quantitatively, and orally. 

3. Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric. 

4. Present information, findings, and supporting evidence such that listeners can follow the 

line of reasoning and the organization, development, and style are appropriate to task, 

purpose, and audience. 

5. Make strategic use of digital media and visual displays of data to express information and 

enhance understanding of presentations. 

 

Grades 3-6 College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Language 

6. Acquire and use accurately a range of general academic and domain-specific words and 

phrases sufficient for reading, writing, speaking, and listening at the college and career 

readiness level; demonstrate independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge when 

encountering an unknown term important to comprehension or expression. 

 

Program-Related Activity Suggestions:  Building on the content and activities explored in the 

program, consider the following options as extension/enrichment activities for your students to 

engage in individually, in small groups, or as an entire class. 

 

1.  Learn More About It—The links below provide a wide variety of activities related to 

important vocabulary terms explored in the program.   

 

a.  Learn about “Lift”—Have students read about the concept of lift and see videos and other 

materials explaining how lift affects the flight of a plane by traveling to the NASA web page 

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/lift1.html. Many activities developed by NASA are 

linked to the page. http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-

12/UEET/StudentSite/dynamicsofflight.html#forces. 

 

b.  Learn about “Drag”—Have students read about the concept of drag and see videos and other 

materials explaining how lift affects the flight of a plane by traveling to the NASA web page 

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/drag1.html. Many activities developed by NASA 

are linked to the page. 

 

 

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/lift1.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/UEET/StudentSite/dynamicsofflight.html#forces
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/UEET/StudentSite/dynamicsofflight.html#forces
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/drag1.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/drag1.html
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c.  Learn about “Thrust”—Have students read about the concept of thrust and see videos and other 

materials explaining how lift affects the flight of a plane by traveling to the NASA web page 

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/thrust1.html.  Many activities developed by NASA 

are linked to the page. 

 

d.  Learn about “Gravity”—Have students learn more about how gravity works by using the 

information and activities included on 

http://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/earth/geophysics/question232.htm. 

 

e.  Learn about “Bernoulli’s Principle—Have students learn more about Daniel Bernoulli and the 

important principle he developed by uwing the information and activities including in the 

following websites. 

 

http://www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_airplanes/c

ub_airplanes_lesson01_activity1.xml  

http://www.aeronautics.nasa.gov/pdf/bernoulli_principle_k-4.pdf  

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/lessonplans/flight/flightintroduction.html 

http://www.aviation-for-kids.com/Lift.html 

 

2.  Share Your Video “What I Learned About Flying”—The purpose of this activity is to 

provide students the opportunity to share a video they have created that builds on one of the 

concepts explored in today’s program and potentially have that video published as part of the 

resources available to all students and teachers on Educate.Today.  Instructions and suggested 

topics for the activity are included in the Student Tool 29: Flying Video available on 

Educate.Today.  Just click on the Student Tools button on the video play page of this program 

archive.  If you wish to have one of your student’s videos considered for publication on our 

website please follow the submission instructions included in the document, and we’ll get back 

in touch to answer questions and make sure you understand the requirements for publication on our 

website. 

 

3.  Share Your Essay “What I Learned About Flying”—The purpose of this activity is to 

provide students the opportunity to write a short essay or short story that builds on one of the 

concepts explored in today’s program and potentially have that writing published as a PDF 

document as one of the resources available to all students and teachers on Educate.Today.    

Instructions and suggested topics for the activity are included in the Student Tool 30:  Flying 

Essay available on Educate.Today.  Just click on the Student Tools button on the video play page 

of this program archive.  If you wish to have one of your student’s videos considered for 

publication on our website please follow the submission instructions included in the document, 

and we’ll get back in touch to answer questions and make sure you understand the requirements for 

publication on our website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/thrust1.html
http://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/earth/geophysics/question232.htm
http://www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_airplanes/cub_airplanes_lesson01_activity1.xml
http://www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_airplanes/cub_airplanes_lesson01_activity1.xml
http://www.aeronautics.nasa.gov/pdf/bernoulli_principle_k-4.pdf
http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/lessonplans/flight/flightintroduction.html
http://www.aviation-for-kids.com/Lift.html
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4.  Thank A Guest—Have students write a letter to one of the guests from our program detailing 

an insight the student gained from interacting with them, an appreciation for their participation, 

and/or another focus area of their choice.  Letters can be e-mailed to us at live@hectv.org or 

mailed to us at: 

HEC-TV 

Attn:  Helen Headrick 

3221 McKelvey Road 

Suite 106 

St. Louis, MO  63044 

 

Vocabulary: 

The following vocabulary words are highlighted in the program. 

Altimeter 

Drag 

Fluid mechanics 

Gravity 

Lift  

Pitch 

Roll 

Thrust 

Weight 

Yaw 

 

Supplemental Resources: 

Students can learn more about flight and flying at the web links below. 

 http://science.howstuffworks.com/transport/flight/modern/airplanes.htm 

How Airplanes work  

http://askabiologist.asu.edu/how-do-birds-fly 

How Do Birds Fly? 

http://askabiologist.asu.edu/explore/feather-biology 

Feather Biology 

http://science.howstuffworks.com/transport/flight/modern/helicopter.htm 

How Helicopters Work 

http://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/Contexts/Flight/Science-Ideas-and-Concepts/How-birds-fly 

How Birds Fly, physical features in #31 above plus additional information 

http://www.birdsinbackyards.net/birds/Bird-Anatomy-How-do-birds-fly 

Bird Anatomy 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HCnhT7qoLs  

You Tube video explaining how birds fly 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSzpM8vEAFA 

Bird taking flight in ultra slow motion 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3So7OMwNgy8 

Animation of how birds fly—good, clear, basic explanation 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jKokxPRtck 

How Birds Wings Work 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fouo6GKGBIM 

Slow motion of hummingbird flying 

mailto:live@hectv.org
http://science.howstuffworks.com/transport/flight/modern/airplanes.htm
http://askabiologist.asu.edu/how-do-birds-fly
http://askabiologist.asu.edu/explore/feather-biology
http://science.howstuffworks.com/transport/flight/modern/helicopter.htm
http://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/Contexts/Flight/Science-Ideas-and-Concepts/How-birds-fly
http://www.birdsinbackyards.net/birds/Bird-Anatomy-How-do-birds-fly
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HCnhT7qoLs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSzpM8vEAFA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3So7OMwNgy8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jKokxPRtck
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fouo6GKGBIM
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LXW3pHNn_U 

Department of Transportation FAA video from 1968 explaining how airplanes fly 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ltjFEei3AI 

The Aerodynamics of Flight 

http://www.hectv.org/video/1426/the-science-behind-flight-soaring-the-sky/ 

Archive of a previous HEC-TV program, The Science Behind Flight: Soaring the Sky 
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